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IN THE NAME OF SECURITY – 2016

Publication for Dutch photographer Fabian Fraikin. In the Name 
of Security is a photographic research where Fraikin asks the 
question to why specific locations that provide national security 
remain anonymous and hidden, but are allowed to violate the 
privacy of their citizens.

In the Name of Security is designed to be a mysterious object 
and demonstrates eleven censored sites throughout The 
Netherlands. Each site contains a dialogue with one or multiple 
employees from that location and a documentation where 
Fraikin approaches these sites them from a ‘legal’ distance. 





THE ACT OF CONSTRUCTING – 2016

Bachelor thesis design for Finnish photographer Nita Vera. 
The Act of Constructing is a research into whether she can 
apply the ‘Epic Theatre’ of Bertolt Brecht to break the fourth 
wall in her own photographic practice. This design is based 
on a combination between scripts for theatre and film and 
informative publications. It uses static grids, black and white 
imagery, classical typefaces and roman paper. This approach 
attempts to drag the reader in a backstage view upon her 
research – just as Epic Theatre attempts to make the viewer 
part of the performance. Yet it does not want to neglect the 
informative value and importance of a thesis.





ALLES ONDER CONTROLE? – 2016

Thesis design for Dutch photographer Fabian Fraikin. He 
researches as a documentary photographer whether we have 
to redefine the sense of control in 2016 and how did we lose 
control by the rise of new technology and a mass of privacy 
policies from the governments?





THE RISE OF THE NEXT HUMAN – 2015

The Rise of the Next Human is an explorative bachelor thesis 
about the development of Robotics and Artificial Intelligence 
and its effect on modern society. We continue to recreate 
human anatomy and mind into mechanical and digital entities. 
Is the progress of human evolution too slow and do we want to 
accelerate it with technology?

Its design is surrounding the aesthetics of manuals, by 
maintaining and combining the structured and clear grids in a 
format for novels, attempting to bring the reader closer to this 
topic which is between science fiction and our technological 
reality. 





THE MILITARY–CONSUMER COMPLEX – 2014

A collection of selected inventions for military purposes that 
eventually found its way to the consumer. The book creates 
awareness that some of our highly–used technology originates 
from militaristic goals, where research and development is 
greatly funded by a nation itself. Through this project you can 
see that two different worlds–the military world and our daily 
society remains connected through the use of technology.





TEATERHØGSKOLEN I OSLO MASTER AVGANG 2017 – 2017

A graduation catalog for the Master students of the Theatre 
department at the Kunsthøgskolen i Oslo. Next to a printed 
version we also developed a digital version, which translates 
into a website but does not follow its traditions. The entire 
concept was to approach the design of the publication and its 
layout as a magazine. This project was made in collaboration 
with Sara Risvåg.





COAST CONTEMPORARY – 2017

This publication is a collection and documentation of various 
Norwegian and international artists and institutions that are 
participating in the 2017 edition of Coast Contemporary. Coast 
Contemporary is a Norwegian platform that assembles and 
connects these artists and art professionals. This project was 
made in collaboration with Sara Risvåg and NODE Berlin/Oslo.





OBSESSED! – 2017

Contemporary jewellery magazine Current Obsession has asked 
me to develop an identity for their first jewellery festival in the 
Netherlands. OBSESSED! unites different events across the 
country together and I designed a core (3D) graphic element, a 
set of ‘rings’ to emphasize their goal of the festival. These rings 
come with various colouring and change per type of media. 
The identity consists of a poster, newspaper, animations, social 
media output, newsletter format and a website. 



BILLYTOWN – (Ongoing)

Since 2016 I have been producing the graphic output for 
contemporary art gallery Billytown, based in the Hague. They are 
an artist-run gallery and frequently host exhibitions within their 
gallery space. The work that I have been making mainly consists 
out of posters, flyers, flags, publications, animations and social 
media graphics.









WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING – 2015

Identity for the Graphic Design graduation show at The Royal 
Academy of Art. The teachers mentioned that the graduates 
from that specific year were attempting to broaden the 
profession by working multidisciplinary. Projects that are not 
restricted to printed material, but range from print towards 
performances, virtual reality, archeology, music and painting. 
The identity consists of various components from promotional 
material to the design and construction of the modular systems 
used during the exhibition. The identity was presented in 
the form of a website, catalogue, posters, signage and other 
merchandise. Made in collaboration with Bram de Leeuw, Orphé 
Tan-A-Kiam, Tomas Laar, Sara Risvåg, and Alyar Aynetchi.





KABK GRADUATION FESTIVAL – 2016

A collaboration with Danicha Leliveld and Nina Couvert for 
the visual identity and campaign for the KABK Graduation 
Festival 2016. The identity surrounds the theme of expansion, 
as graduates will experience their graduation as only the start 
of a growing process. The graduate will gain more knowledge, 
increasing their capabilities and creating newer networks. This 
includes posters, catalogue, website, trailer, facade banners, 
flyers, map and program, brochures, signage, entrance 
counters, award-flags, ceremony tent and merchandising.
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SOPPEN FESTIVAL – 2016

The identity for Soppen festival was based on the concept of 
the festival being a parasite within the forest it took place by 
blending fake natural elements with digital surfaces. The identity 
includes a custom logo, a series of posters, flyers, a teaser, 
t–shirts and other promotional matter. This project is made in 
collaboration with Sara Risvåg.





TYPEFACE GESTALT – 2016

Gestalt is the result of a visual research whether its possible to 
reduce or extract contrast within a lettershape and attempt to 
fullfill this idea by using inktraps and close-to-full geometrical 
shapes. The typeface currently contains 375 glyphs and 
supports Western, Southern and Central European languages. 





TYPEFACE LINE – 2016

Line is an odd interpretation on a reverse-contrast typeface 
because Line has several stubborn differences compared 
to vanilla reverse-contrast typefaces. The letter shapes are 
inspired by typography that was being used on record covers in 
the 60s and 70s. Line has 5 different cuts, each with 208 glyphs 
and supports Western European languages.



CARGO DOCUMENTARY – 2016

A custom logotype for Cargo, a documentary about a sailor 
on a supply ship and his previously broken relationships. The 
logotype is inspired by Clarendon, but attempts to make it more 
contemporary by reducing its width and sharpen its serifs.



50/50 – 2017

A series of illustrations –12 in total– for the Open Studios 
exhibition and catalog for Billytown, these are my personal 
explorations to create compositions with abstract typographic 
elements and movement.  



MONOCHROME NASCAR – 2016

A small typographic exercise inspired by the competitive racing-
world aesthetic.



ZEFIR7 MICHIEL SCHUURMAN – 2017

Small graphic output for a lectureby Michiel Schuurman at Zefir7 
in The Hague (NL). 



CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST – 2016

My contribution to the Continental Breakfast. An online 
exhibition exploring the unique nature of EU citizens’ free 
movement amongst its member states in a time of mass 
migration, membership referendums and widening economic 
disparity. “EUROPA” attempts to visualize Europe’s freedom by 
showing that there are no or vague borders on the internet and 
attempt to creates an awareness to strengthen and apply this 
ideology to the current geographical borders.



UNTITLED – 2016

A series of posters with a focus on how society adapts its 
behaviour to rapid advancement of our technology. The work 
consists out of three images that each discusses a specific type 
and process of a developing technology. And shows how society 
chases and adapts to one. Yearly new smartphones, rapid 
internet connections and the evolution of media. There were 
contributions for KRAFT N°2 magazine, published by Austrian 
fashion store Grundtner & Söhne.
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